A Climate Change Quiz
1. Is Carbon Dioxide (CO2) officially classified as a pollutant:
a. By the U.S. Government? Yes/No
b. By the Australian Government? Yes/No
2. Is CO2 the major supposed „greenhouse‟ gas? Yes/No
3. If not, what is? Oxygen/Nitrogen/Methane/Argon/Water Vapour/Krypton/Hydrogen – Choose one.
4. Is there a difference between „natural‟ CO2 and „man-made‟ („anthropogenic‟) CO2? Yes/No
5. What colour is CO2? Black/Grey/Colourless/Purple/Green – Choose one.
6. Which is heavier: CO2 or the air we breathe? CO2/Air.
7. Can increasing amounts of CO2 in the atmosphere kill vegetation? Yes/No/No difference.
8. Would lower amounts of CO2 in the atmosphere be a good thing for life on Earth? Yes/No/No difference.
9. Does more CO2 in the atmosphere increase temperature? Yes/No/Marginal Difference.
10. Or do higher temperatures increase CO2 levels (and vice versa)? Yes/No
11. Which is lighter? Dry Air/Humid Air
12. Can you see CO2 emissions from power-station smokestacks? Yes/No
13. Does fossil fuel burning drive global warming? Yes/No
14. Does the Sun‟s energy output vary? Yes/No
15. Were the Earth‟s atmospheric temperatures warmer:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2,000 years ago? Yes/No
1,000 years ago? Yes/No
300 years ago? Yes/No
In the last 10 years? Yes/No

16. 97% of the World‟s climate scientists agree that man-made global warming is real. True/False
17. The UN IPCC‟s reports are based 100% on „peer-reviewed‟ work of 2,500 climate scientists. True/False
18. Do you know that oil might not be a „fossil fuel‟ but a renewable resource? Yes/No
19. Why was uranium and not thorium selected in the 1930s for nuclear research? Easier/Cheaper/Weapon
20. Diesel fuel is being produced artificially right now! True/False
21. Does the Sun experience regular magnetic cycles? Yes/No
22. The World‟s first nuclear FUSION power plant is under construction now? True/False
(Nuclear Fusion is how the Sun works – not nuclear FISSION as in regular atomic plants.)
All the answers are in the “Reconsidering Climate Change” Information Resource. Everything can be checked
and rechecked from a wide variety of resources via the Internet. Perhaps you might like to take a look?
You can also try this quiz on-line: http://www.geocraft.com/WVFossils/GlobWarmTest/start.html

If you would like to look at “Reconsidering Climate Change” you can download it here:
http://www.galileomovement.com.au/media/ReconsideringClimateChange.pps
It’s a very big file and will take something like a minute to run when you get it – be patient!
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A Climate Change Quiz
Answers:
1. Pollutant?
a. No (A recent U.S. Supreme Court case confirmed this.)
b. No (It‟s not on the Australian Government official list of pollutants.)
2. No (It‟s only about 3.62% of the 1% supposed „greenhouse‟ gases in the atmosphere!)
3. Water Vapour (95%) – clouds, if you like!
4. None whatever! CO2 is CO2!
5. Colourless – so it’s invisible. (Check out your own breath when you next breathe out!)
6. CO2 is heavier than air! (So how can it be floating „up there‟ as a „greenhouse‟ barrier?)
7. No! (Extra CO2 is pumped into greenhouses to accelerate plant growth!)
8. No! (Reduce it too far and plant life, and animal life including human, would cease!)
9. Marginal difference only. Increases have logarithmic (reducing) impact only; increases at today‟s
atmospheric CO2 levels have a trivial effect only.
10. Yes – it varies seasonally and regularly, and in the long term with something like an 800 year lag!
11. Humid Air! (That‟s why clouds float! Surprising, isn‟t it? And water is heavy stuff!)
12. No. (What you see is water vapour/condensation – CO2 is colourless! You see water vapour going UP,
but you can‟t see CO2 going DOWN at the same time. It‟s so very easy to be fooled! How many times
have you seen „scary‟ pictures of supposed „pollution‟ from cooling towers when all you are seeing is
pure water vapour?)
13. No. (But you can win $10,000 if you can prove that it does! *)
14. Yes – all the time.
15. Earth’s atmospheric temperatures?
a. Yes (Roman Warm Period – civilisation flourished.)
b. Yes (Mediæval Warm Period – civilisation flourished.)
c. No (Little Ice Age – famine and disease.)
d. No (Hottest 20th Century year was 1934, not 1998!)
16. The actual percentage based on a proper analysis of a very flawed and misreported survey is 0.73%!
17. False – full and verifiable information available via “Reconsidering Climate Change”.
18. Yes - Increasing new evidence that oil comes from a continuing „abiogenic‟ source.
19. It’s very hard to make a bomb with thorium! (By the way: Thorium reactors may use the world‟s
unwanted stockpile of plutonium waste as a safe fuel source. Goodbye nuclear waste problem!)
20. True - at least two projects using bacteria, sunlight, & CO2 are being used to produce diesel fuel!
21. Yes - the basic Schwabe (solar magnetic) cycles have been known for at least 250 years. Some fish
species migration coincides with these – amongst other things; who would have thought it!
22. True - it‟s a joint venture in Southern France between China, European Union, India, Japan, Korea,
Russia, & U.S.A.
How did you get on?
18 - 20: You are very well informed!
15 - 17: A little more checking would be a good idea!
10 - 14: Some serious checking of the facts is needed!
0 - 9: Rethink your beliefs!
Where can I check those answers?
It’s all in the “Reconsidering Climate Change” Information Resource. Everything can be checked and
rechecked from a wide variety of resources via the Internet. * Details of the $10,000 Challenge are in this.
You can check out sources promoting „anthropogenic global warming/climate change‟ too. (And you can find
out who is behind this ‘push’, and decide whether it has anything to do with climate in reality!)
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